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Mohawk spoken-word artist Janet Marie Rogers’s newest collection pulses with the rhythms of the drum and
the beat of the heart. Poems drawing on the language of the earth and inflected with the outspoken vocality
of activism address the crises of modern “land wars” – environmental destruction, territorial disputes, and
resource depletion. This collection is confessional love, learned survival, ardent resistance, and unique poetry
that wants to be spoken (aloud). If poetry is medicine, Peace in Duress is a cabinet full.

ice water now the temperature of tea sustains
until the next rez stop, re stop, re start
life elevated in Utah, gawd hours honoured in Arizona
tumbleweeds and raw earth, looks like open battle wounds
gorges burnt earth sagebrush holy land hot souls long roads ash-fault
bill-borders built on the backs of black hispanics
descent warnings foreshadowing rocks falling
sun blocked bright rays make way for end-of-day rain
don’t drink the poison, don’t you dare sigh with boredom
hot winds die pulling down cloud poetry
faces, places, displaces, wide-open Red
horses of courses
[from “3 Day Road”]
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From reader reviews:

Maureen Jones:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to know everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that guide has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They may be reading whatever
they have because their hobby is usually reading a book. Why not the person who don't like reading a book?
Sometime, person feel need book if they found difficult problem or perhaps exercise. Well, probably you
will need this Peace in Duress.

Mark Wolf:

The book Peace in Duress give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make
your capable considerably more increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting strain or
having big problem together with your subject. If you can make reading through a book Peace in Duress to
become your habit, you can get considerably more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your
knowledge about a few or all subjects. You are able to know everything if you like open up and read a
reserve Peace in Duress. Kinds of book are several. It means that, science book or encyclopedia or other
folks. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Gerald Magee:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their spare time with their
family, or their particular friends. Usually they carrying out activity like watching television, about to beach,
or picnic inside park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to something
different to fill your free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book can be option to fill your no cost time/
holiday. The first thing that you ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you want to test
look for book, may be the book untitled Peace in Duress can be very good book to read. May be it may be
best activity to you.

Theo Garcia:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Aim to pick
one book that you never know the inside because don't determine book by its cover may doesn't work the
following is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the
outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer might be Peace in Duress why because the amazing cover that
make you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is
fantastic as the outside or even cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly show you to pick up this book.
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